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ABSTRACT
The way people create and share content has radically
changed in the past few years thanks to the advent of social
networks, web communities, blogs, wikis, and other online
collaborative media. Such online social data are continu-
ously growing in a way that makes it difficult to efficiently
aggregate them, since they are the expression of a multitude
of single content creators that most of the times show only
a small percentage of originality. The act of ‘sharing’ is still
tied to a pre-Internet fashion that sees it as a step following
(and never preceding) content creation, as enforced by the
rules of publishing and copyright. In the Internet era, the
pieces of the puzzle of a valuable work might be scattered
throughout the whole Web. In order to hinder the obsolete
create-then-share trend that is killing creativity and useful-
ness of the Web, we propose a new copyright framework,
which allows content to be shared while being created, in a
way that this can gain increasing value as it becomes part
of an increasingly richer puzzle.

Categories and Subject Descriptors
D.2.9 [Management]: Copyrights;
H.3.5 [Online Information Services]: Data sharing

Keywords
Collective Copyright, content creation, content sharing, col-
lective intelligence, wisdom of crowds

1. INTRODUCTION
The world is constantly changing, and so are people, and

the Web. With the dawn of the Internet Age, civilization
has undergone profound, rapid-fire changes which we are ex-
periencing more than ever today. Even technologies that are
adapting, growing, and innovating give us the feeling that
obsolescence is right around the corner. Such a fast-evolving
environment requires a continuous emergence of technologi-
cal and social changes.

Copyright is held by the International World Wide Web Conference Com-
mittee (IW3C2). IW3C2 reserves the right to provide a hyperlink to the
author’s site if the Material is used in electronic media.
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In the current era of on-line content sharing and consump-
tion, for example, the concept of copyright no longer ap-
plies to the ongoing dynamics of the World Wide Web. On
the distribution end, it is almost impossible to control both
copyright infringement and the sharing of copyrighted mate-
rial, on the production end it feeds individuality producing
an overload of amateur content (which is why, nowadays,
the ‘wisdom of crowds’ still corresponds to mere collected,
rather than collective, intelligence [8]).

To this end, we propose Collective Copyright, a novel
framework that allows Web users to effectively share and
enhance their content during creation through a certified
framework. Collective Copyright is a modernization of the
traditional concept of copyright, enabled by already existing
dynamics and technologies, that allows users to enhance the
value of their content as if they were one single creator. The
current feeling associated with the concept of sharing con-
tent on the Web is often fear of losing the intellectual prop-
erty these generate. Through Collective Copyright, such fear
will eventually turn into eagerness to receive feedbacks and
contributions from the Web community, or even let others
finish what one has started as far as the enhancement and
evolution of the shared content will be done in a trusted
environment, hence, providing the means for true collective
intelligence. For this reason, we adopt Conway’s glider [5]
as the logo of Collective Copyright (Figure 1), meaning that
simple rules can trigger infinite chain reactions.

In this work, we apply Collective Copyright to the world
of music production, but we believe that the framework can
be extended to any kind of content that can potentially be
created online. The rest of this paper is organized as follows:
the first section presents the evolution of music production
from the era of Sheet Music, through the age of Recorded
Music to the next era of Collective Music; the following sec-
tion describes related work in the field of content co-creation
and shared copyright; the next two sections introduce and
illustrate the architecture of the proposed framework; af-
ter a proof of concept, finally, some concluding remarks and
future work recommendations are made.

2. BEYOND RECORDED MUSIC
Today, quite a few old-fashioned record producers still like

to claim they are searching for the New Beatles. So far, how-
ever, nobody has found them yet. Clearly, such producers
do not refer to an exact copy of the Fab Four, but rather to
a product that has winning features such as longevity in the
market and balance between commercial and niche quality
product.



Figure 1: Collective Copyright logo

In today’s fast-evolving market, the consumption of mu-
sic (and content in general) is migrating from the concept of
ownership to the concept of everlasting online availability,
so that old-fashioned producers have to resign to the as-
sumption that the record industry is in bankruptcy because
records are no longer commodities. We have to keep in mind
that we are living in a particular time window of the history
of music that followed the age of Sheet Music. Today, we
live in the Recorded Music era, which saw its peak from 1965
to 1995 and has created a work of art all to itself, which was
meant to produce revenue: the Record. Despite the com-
mon belief, such an age is no longer contemporary and has
to evolve into a new era: the age of Collective Music.

Comparing the past era to the present one would be like
thinking of Beethoven writing the 9th Symphony for a par-
ticular conductor and orchestra with the intention of making
a record out of it and the concept that everyone else play-
ing such work would be “covering the 9th Symphony”. The
uniqueness of performer (artist, act, interpreter, songwriter)
and performance (song, music, content in general) is a con-
cept that belongs only to the Recorded Music age. The op-
posite to the previous example would be The Police writing
sheet music of “Every breath you take” without recording
it: it would be pointless since the features of the original
recorded track are part of the content itself.

In the passage from a model built on constant creation and
performance to a model of recording and collecting royalty
revenues, we have lived a golden age of economic stability
that was based on scarcity of content and no possibility of
free sharing. The artists and contents themselves have been
an outcome of such model which is no longer sustainable
in an era of abundance and free sharing, and will no more
produce such artists and works.

As history teaches us, mankind’s universal works of art
are not a random manifestation of creativity, but rather the
product of the features and socio-economic dynamics of hu-
manity in a specific time window. It would not be fair to
state that today nobody is skilled enough to be a painter
such as one of the Baroque period. Instead, it could be said
that the present socio-economic conditions are statistically
not likely to produce a Caravaggio. The analysis of the in-
trinsic features of humanity in this historical period and the
virtuous mechanisms potentially leverageable is a viable way
to the future creation of universal works of art.

In the context of music production, this means evolving
from the era of Recorded Music to the age of Collective Mu-
sic, where the performance results from the collective cre-
ativity of a multitude of performers and social media inter-
actions regulated by the Collective Copyright.

2.1 Who Is Going to Pay for Music?
Although our goal is not how to find new ways to sell music

but rather how to produce music worth paying for, it is rel-
evant to focus on the situation as of 2014. Music streaming
services such as Spotify1 are replacing retail stores not only
in the real world but also in the digital one. Subscription-
based streaming is taking over legal (or illegal) download as
long as the service is convenient and accessible [14]. We are
facing a new revenue model in the music business, based on
the Open Music Model system [6], that works on collecting
subscription fees from users and then compensating artists
according to their streaming rate.

In this scenario a Peter Gabriel fan pays 10 dollar a month
to listen to music as well as Peter Gabriel himself. The
question to be answered is no longer “Who is going to buy a
song?” but “Who is going to listen to it?” since everyone is
paying the same ‘ticket’ for access. As we will discuss later,
our framework allows for the creation of multiple versions
of a single content, but we believe that, by virtue of natural
selection, only one version will gain traction: the one that
will be best written and produced.

3. RELATED WORK
The tension to a modernization of the copyright law can be

found in widely used models such as Copyleft, Open Source
and Creative Commons. The key motivation for the cre-
ation of such frameworks is to allow the voluntary sharing
of content that would otherwise be prevented by the very
nature of copyright. Besides the special case of Linux O.S.,
a tangible experience of collaborative creation in computer
science, the above-mentioned frameworks have not produced
a trust infrastructure and a sharing model of the potential
revenues sufficient to trigger a real process of collaborative
content creation on a large scale in other creative fields.

Creative Commons2 in most cases is used as a license to
distribute user-generated content (UGC) in non-commercial
mode, which is conceptually identical to inserting one’s work
voluntarily in the public domain [13]. Furthermore, the
remix culture is only partly a creative process, the exist-
ing platforms collecting audio samples provided by users to
be remixed do not have the potential to trigger a collabora-
tive creation process that would require to work in real time
and not by assembling samples no longer editable. More
clearly, the remix culture will only apparently reproduce the
collaborative process that lays at the bottom of the music
production.

3.1 Music Production in Education
An important project that brought us to the idea that we

are presenting was developed from 2005 to 2013 with high
school students in a recording studio built by the municipal
authority of Rome3.

1http://spotify.com
2http://creativecommons.org
3http://comune.roma.it/wps/portal/pcr?jppagecode=
prog_rmrock_rmpop_dses.wp



The facility provided free access for hundreds of musicians
aged 15-19 coming from public high schools. We decided
not to use it as a place for teaching music related subjects
but rather for producing original material written by the
students in an old school fashion, as if we were in a record
label. A Record producer was hired and we invited young
Sound engineers from Music Academies to do internships,
as well as young session musicians.

The best skills were leveraged, some wrote music, some
wrote lyrics (often the best lyricists were not musicians at
all). We tested a collaborative framework, very similar to a
beta version of Collective Copyright, which was widely ac-
cepted, creating a non-stop workshop that crossed geograph-
ical barriers also with other cities. The Record production
has identified the user’s potential to produce content at a
very good level when placed in a collaborative dynamic, fur-
thermore this age group is still creatively ‘untouched’ by
the outside world and capable of writing music which is far
from mainstream4. Over 90% showed openness to let third
parties complete and/or use their content when granted the
right share of intellectual property. We believe that such
projects, developed as co-curricular activities at first, can
be the laboratories to test and spread the mindset to this
framework.

4. A NEW COPYRIGHT FRAMEWORK
The Web is continuously evolving and Web users are evolv-

ing with it. With the evolution of the Web from read-only to
read-write, the Web user evolved to the stage of prosumer –
producer and consumer at the same time. Thanks to new af-
fordable tools that enable them to produce audio and video
in a semi-professional fashion, today prosumers can run all
alone the production/distribution and marketing phase of
their UGCs.

In the current situation, where mainstream mechanisms
have poured into commercial dynamics of entertainment, we
find ourselves in a stand-by phase, within a system that is no
longer economically sustainable, waiting for the independent
network to produce new records comparable to“Sgt Pepper”.

The need for a new framework for co-creation of UGCs, at
least in the music industry, is determined by the following
factors:

1. like in the Caravaggio example, classic discography of
the period 1965-1995 is the socio-economic outcome
of music publishing, copyright and business of non-
duplicable physical record at their historical peak. It
is a thirty-year timespan that, in an overhead view,
should be taken as an exception and not as a rule.

2. the work of art is the codification of collective elements
catalyzed by a non-ordinary singularity and assisted
through production by an economically stable indus-
try.

3. a hyper-fragmentation of the valuable creativity is not
sustainable, even assuming that every UGC is a like-
wise product this would create an inability to fruition
given by overload of contents.

4http://itunes.apple.com/us/album/
voci-della-periferia/id511634917

4.1 The Puzzle
To use an example, if we took the shuffled pieces of a

hundred puzzles of 1000 pieces each with the intent to put
together only one puzzle displaying a known image that we
define “valuable”, with the current technology we would be
able to reduce exponentially the operation, manually achiev-
able in the longer term. With a small upgrade, we could
have the possibility to reconstruct all of the hundred puz-
zles, in this case the operation would be manually possible
but way longer. With a further upgrade, we could aim to
put together all the puzzles without knowing the displayed
images, assuming they are not senseless but have a balance.
In this case, however, the operation done manually would
be so long as to dissuade the will to achieve it [17].

If we consider the potential that in the hundred puzzles
there is a small percentage of valuable works, we can state
that with the current technology it makes sense to do a
search [8]. We use this metaphor to suggest that in history
all the innovations that have revolutionized the market by
destroying an old model can be used to reconstruct it in a
new key [3, 4, 11].

4.2 Framework Modules
The technologies necessary to build a new effective frame-

work for content co-creation and co-sharing are already avail-
able, but they need to be put together in a more meaningful
and content-centric way. Such technologies are the following:

Acoustic Fingerprint
Currently used by softwares such as Shazam, to look for
matches between an audio file being played and the ones
contained in a database, or in the Content ID that keeps a
log of YouTube content, using a service that automatically
checks if there is copyright-protected material in the up-
loaded video. In Collective Copyright, a similar technology
[16] is used for mapping and cataloging demos by building
up a revision history (on the Wikipedia model) that replaces
the classic deposit via musical score.

Music Genre Classification
Music classification algorithms are used by music recommen-
dation platforms such as Pandora for classifying music files
according to a variety of specifications. Collective Copyright
exploits a recent technology developed by Poria et al. [15] as
a first subdivision of potentially matchable audio files, not
aiming to mix them together but rather to suggest a link
among users who have worked on similar projects.

Wikipedia-Like Revision History
Collective Copyright allows authors the possibility to open
different branches of the same demo, hence enabling multi-
ple versions of the same work to be created. Interactions in
the community of users (creators or non-creators) will trig-
ger natural selection of the best solutions.

Rating/Reputation
This mechanism was crucial for the trust consolidation in
widespread platforms such as eBay. In Collective Copyright,
it performs the following functions:

1. first step visibility of the content recommendation and
semi-finished products to potential connections between
creative users



2. natural selection of choices during the creative phase
through interaction with the community [12].

3. internal balance through compliance with the policy
(e.g., stable sellers on eBay as well as the YouTube
channel with constant production that benefit from the
monetization perfectly meet the platform’s policies not
to be excluded from it, and resetting the rating, his-
tory, and reputation, which are tangible elements that
are built over time).

4. natural selection of users, both in the composition and
the production phase, bringing back the figure of the
session man, the high skilled musician that used to
work for recording studios. Actually, all the figures of
the music production chain can be embedded within
the framework5.

Natural Language Processing
Assist the creation and search phase of the right solutions in
the music lyrics, assist the search for the right user profile
for a specific collaboration, analysis of data text to guide
possible connections between users or between projects in
progress through the use of novel semantics-based natural
language processing techniques for analogical reasoning [1]
and crowd validation [2].

YouTube Video Response Dynamics
When a YouTube user brings an added value to a given topic
by uploading it as a video response he’s actually publically
documenting his research contribution, which often becomes
part of the final result.

4.3 Copyright Sharing Example
We hereby propose an example of content co-creation reg-

ulated by Collective Copyright, which shows how intellec-
tual property is dynamically shared while content is modi-
fied (Figure 2). In this example, the shares are standardized
but will be regulated by an internal policy that will take into
account a series of variables, depending on the quantity of
contribution and at which step the contribution takes place.

User A (composer) starts the development of content x
(e.g., a song/music piece). So far he owns 100% of the share,
which we term content x.1. User B makes the first change
to content x, taking it to revision x.2. At this time, both
users hold a 50% share of x.2. The development hereinafter
involves users C and D, bringing the content to x.3 and x.4.
If the process ends up here, developers A, B , C and D would
hold 25% of the share (or ‘royalties’, as defined in the music
market) of x.4 each.

At this point, user E steps in and brings the content to
revision x.5, users A, B, C, D and E are satisfied by the
result and decide to bring it to production phase. User F
decides to make a different change in the phase x.4 (e.g.,
lyrics), a different revision from the one proposed by user E
and not accepted by the first four developers, nor by user
E. User F is free to do so: the system tags its modification
as x.5.1 and opens on a second branch of the content under
development. Content x.5.1 may be published, more likely
by user F along with subsequent developers who carry out
its variant.

5http://firstmonday.org/ojs/index.php/fm/article/
view/1975/1850

Figure 2: Copyright sharing during content co-
creation

The key concept here is that, after revision x.5.1 takes
place, users A, B, C, D and F hold 20% each of x.5.1, as
well as A, B, C, D and E hold 20% each of x.5. The user
has to accept subsequent changes to his revision as long as
his share is respected. Any user who does not approve a
subsequent change is free to stick to the previous version
and bring it to production, he will still hold the same share
of the content developed until that point.

Each demo is:

1. registered with a unique ID (through Acoustic Finger-
print)

2. catalogued (by means of Music Genre Classification)

3. public and available for both developers and the com-
munity

4. editable respecting the developers percentages as in
the above example

5. rated and commented

In this context, the classic concepts of published versus
unpublished lose value in favor of consolidated versus non-
consolidated plus highly rated/viewed versus low rated/viewed.
Not only authors take part of the share of content x.n, but
also those who participate in the production phase that
brings a demo to be the final song.

5. FRAMEWORK ARCHITECTURE
The Collective Copyright framework will be available as

an online platform to be used both as a stand-alone tool
and a social-networking framework (e.g., Instagram) with
a link button on related platforms such as YouTube and
SoundCloud (Figure 3). The effectiveness of the framework
is the result of two parallel sub-systems, namely the Col-
lective Content Development System and the Trust-Based
Copyright System.

The former consists of mechanisms of interaction to aid
the search for added value (e.g., networking/crowdsourcing,
reputation/rating, representation of under development con-
tent, etc.) and to efficiently spread higher added value con-
tent (e.g., music recommendation engine, circles of people
with similar tastes, etc.). The Trust-Based Copyright Sys-
tem, instead, consists of an eBay-like reputation mechanism
so that it creates much more value to users that respect
the policies and build a reputation than to those who try
hacking the rules and risk being put out of it.



Figure 3: Web users will be able to share their con-
tent with a simple click, in the same wake as they
currently access Facebook and its like

The subsystem, moreover, ensures that everyone can have
multiple shares of numerous contents. Finally, the subsys-
tem holds a fixed percentage (e.g., 10%) on each production,
in order to avoid having a revenue model built upon ads.

5.1 Collective Content Development System
The Collective Content Development System handles

mechanisms of value creation and, hence, takes care of en-
abling, triggering, and leveraging creativity through the plat-
form. It models user interaction (both as consumers and
creators of music) through the following stages:

Content/Contact Notification/Recommendation
This stage is efficient if fully integrated with social net-
works. Besides authors and musicians, an important role
is played by the community (e.g., the right lyricist can be
found through users suggestion). The engagement of blogs
users is an example of often wasted data due to non struc-
tured interactions [10].

Content Sharing
Content can be uploaded in the Collective Copyright frame-
work or linked from a different UGC platform, e.g., YouTube
and SoundCloud. In the latter case, the framework will only
handle cataloging functions and link dynamics. Users will
also be able to share audio via social-networking apps, e.g.,
WhatsApp6, and digital audio workstations, e.g., Ohm Stu-
dio7, which will become increasingly effective and adopted,
as soon as the broadband will allow it.

Content Evolution Visualization
The graphical approach to branching (geographical, social,
etc.) the creation-evolution of contents will be a work of
art itself, in the same wake as in Worldmapper8 territories
are re-sized on each map according to the subject of interest.

Engagement Attraction
In recording studios, the lack of quality of still unpublished
demos is often compensated by the authors’ attraction to it,
due to their production engagement. This entices them to
listen to demos over and over again, even though they are
merely rough versions of the future track. This vision is not

6http://www.whatsapp.com
7http://www.ohmstudio.com
8http://www.worldmapper.org

shared by outside listeners, who are only interested in the
final version. In a scenario where groups of users spend time
listening to rough versions, this trend is key to measure the
potential of a demo while it is reaching its final stage.

5.2 Trust-Based Copyright System
Similarly to the Semantic Web stack [7], the Collective

Copyright framework builds upon the concept of trust. User
reputation is comparable to the one of eBay sellers, which
allows them to become more trustable as their contribution
to the platform and respect of the policies grows over time.

In the case of composers, they will grow in ratings and
gain more chances to collaborate on valuable projects. In
the case of musicians, they will grow in visibility and will be
required to play in different tracks on a global scale, in same
wake as it used to be done for session musicians working for
record labels. A user with consolidated reputation will do
his/her best to avoid losing his Collective Copyright account,
since he/she would have to start all over again. The Trust-
Based Copyright System also ensures the application of basic
terms and conditions of the framework, namely:

1. The framework is a collaborative platform for content
development. Its purpose is to enable and optimize
the mechanisms of interaction between users connected
via social media, with the aim of creating content with
higher added value.

2. Any content developed within the platform is protected
by the Collective Copyright policy. The use of the ma-
terial produced accepts compliance with the rules of
the platform. Infringement of one of them leads to ex-
clusion from the platform and deletion of the account
and the history connected to it.

3. The mapping of the steps in the development of con-
tents is proof of deposit of intellectual work in accor-
dance with current rules that govern it. The platform
is in charge of mapping and sharing and not of legal
assistance in case of controversy.

4. Users are aware that their contributions can be con-
sulted at any stage of development.

6. PROOF OF CONCEPT
Although we believe that the Collective Copyright frame-

work applies to all creative fields, this paper focuses on the
Record industry, in which the production process behind it
provides a mindset and a set of practices that can be easily
converted into the new model without making it too articu-
lated.

Collaborative Production Process
The entire catalog of the world discography is the result
of a collaboration during all stages of production, passing
through the evaluation of an external point of view given by
the producer and so on all the way to market launch.

Outsourcing Mindset
In songwriting, the Lyricist is often considered as a co-
author. Historical examples of such partenrships between
composer and lyricist can be seen in the example of Elton
John and Bernie Taupin [9].



Share Split A Priori
The percentage share of the collaborators on the final prod-
uct shall be decided a priori (e.g., 50% each for two authors
or 33% in the case of three), although later the individual
contributions will be variable. This model is widely accepted
and is perfectly applicable to the policy of a system to sign
a priori imposing a standardized division of the share.

Remotely Working Dynamics
In a recording studio, the control and recording rooms are
acoustically isolated and communications are done via a
talkback microphone. The visual contact between recording
musicians and people in the control room is through a small
window and more often a webcam. With the right mindset,
users could achieve the same result through a Skype-like
environment, as shown by already existing remotely collab-
orative audio workstations such as Ohm Studio.

7. CONCLUSION
In the era of democratic connection among users on the

Web, it is inevitable to evolve from a model of creators of
single contents, ratio 1:1 (imposed by the classic copyright
mindset) to a model of various creators of single contents,
ratio n:1. To this end, we propose a deep modernization
of the concept of copyright, termed Collective Copyright,
which exploits already existing dynamics and technologies
to allow users to share their content in a way that this can
gain increasing value.

The current prototype is applied to the context of mu-
sic production, but Collective Copyright can be potentially
extended to any kind of content that is created and shared
online. Collective Copyright is currently being pilot tested
by a small group of young musicians. Soon, we will employ
the same user interface prototype (Figure 4) in the context
of screenplay production.

The current prosumer mindset is a transient phase where
the possibility of free sharing is interpreted as the ultimate
goal of the creative process, producing an overload of con-
tents. A new model is necessary at this point that leverages
the potential of individual creators within the creative phase
and not after publication. It is actually only an explicit view
of the collective intelligence manifestation that in the past
was implicit in art, culture, and science.

Figure 4: Collective Copyright user interface

The new Lennon/McCartneys will not be only two peo-
ple, but a network of co-authors and user interactions that
will replace the entire Record industry by re-establishing an
equilibrium between the amount of produced contents, the
value of them and the possibility of mass consumption.

If we were to define what is the ‘mass virtuosity’ of the
current era, it would probably be interaction: the ability to
abstract and imagine oneself as a single part of a system.
What is lacking today is an economic model that triggers
and promotes such dynamics.
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